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Today, we understand how essential collaboration is to foster 
innovation, engagement and productivity in the workplace. 

And yet for many, meetings are often a frustrating, painful experience where not enough 

actually gets done—many people consider them the biggest waste of time in their work 

week. Even brainstorming sessions often involve the use of simple analog tools like 

whiteboards, easel charts, and sticky notes. These tools are reliable and easy to use, but 

have limitations. 

Empowering the Group 
The purpose of your collaboration technology is to enable end 
users to work more efficiently and effectively with each other. 
The key to getting users to adopt is to lower the barriers to 
collaboration. The more rules you put in place, the more 
technologically challenging the space is, the less likely 
employees are to use the technology. The more seamless 
and intuitive it is for end users to use the technology, the more 
likely they are to utilize the space and collaborate. 

Introduction 

Meeting Pain Points 

• Takes too long to start a meeting
(avg=12 mins)

• Flow of discussion is interrupted
when someone tries to share their
content

• First person to connect “drives” the
entire meeting

• Ideas can be lost at the end of
meeting

• Remote experience is very
frustrating—participants suffer
through poor audio/video quality, are
unable to see digital and analog
content, and are frequently forgotten
about, causing them to disengage.

Brainstorming Pain Points: 

• Hard to share whiteboard or other
analog content with remote users

• Hard to take ideas with you after
you leave the room—people snap a
photo of the whiteboard with their
phone

• Iterative brainstorms require us to
permanently reserve the room
and leave ideas on the wall

• Adaption when utilizing a technology
enabled meeting space is complicated
and overwhelming, end users are less
likely to use the space for
collaboration



Introducing the Microsoft Surface Hub 

Microsoft Surface Hub has tackled the top collaboration pain points and reimagined the meeting experience. Imagine walking up and join a 

Skype for Business meeting with a single tap, and sharing content effortlessly, so that you spend your time connecting to people rather than 

technology. And since you can easily send meeting notes and content, you can communicate outcomes and action points. 

Features 

Improve the remote experience 

• Capture the entire room with side-mounted cameras
• In-room participants can make eye contact with remote

participants with eye-level onboard cameras
• Eliminate background noise and detect speakers with mic

array built on Kinect technology

Walk up and instantly use it 

• Use Skype for Business
• Book the Surface Hub in Exchange
• Join the meeting in a single tap—no need to log in or

connect any equipment

Make it easy to share content 

• See multiple items side-by-side
• Touchback—lead a discussion from anywhere in the room
• Inkback—annotate content and take annotations with you
• Made for wired and wireless

Walk away with confidence 

• Instantly send meeting notes
• Resets for next users: everyone has a consistent experience
• Security built in: after a session, content is sent to attendees

and then wiped from the device

More powerful than a whiteboard 

• Infinite canvas—never run out of space
• Lasso lets you rearrange content as ideas evolve

• Clip rich content from other apps

Bring everyone into the collaboration 

• Up to three people can write simultaneously
• Remote participants can automatically see the whiteboard

and even add their own ideas—from the other side of the
world

Drawing is natural, fluid and responsive 

• Natural: Drawing feels just like a pen on paper
• Responsive: Screen knows the difference between a pen

and a finger
• Virtually no latency—120Hz display and pen/touch input

Take ideas with you 

• Instantly send meeting notes—save your whiteboard as a
OneNote file

• Manage sensitive content—after a session, content is sent
to attendees and then wiped from the device, so you don’t
leave sensitive content in the room



Benefits 

Multi-functionality 

Combines HD video conferencing, 
whiteboarding and content sharing. 

Ink + touch experience 

Low latency ensures responsive writing 
and drawing, just like pen on paper. 

Immersive 4K display 

Dazzling graphics, large screen computing 
and data visualization engage participants. 

Transforms group productivity 

Enables rapid decision making and 
supports new levels of creativity. 

Eliminates travel time 

Support distributed teams more effectively 
and reduce expenses 

Engaging remote experience 

Remote participants seamlessly share and 
annotate content with superior audio and 
video quality, at eye level with in-room peers. 

Easy and intuitive 

Walk up and use – no login or credentials 
required. Built-in sensors enable the device 
to light up when you approach. 

Take ideas with you 

OneNote whiteboard sends all participants 
a copy of the annotated meeting content. 

Seamless integration 

Aesthetically and functionally, the Surface Hub 
integrates beautifully into the modern 
workplace. Designed to scale – a set of 
Surface Hubs can be centrally managed by IT 

 Applications 

Windows 10 apps are seamlessly 
integrated, and participants can share their 
own native apps to the device. 



 Team Studio 
 Small Meeting Room 
 Multi-media Suite 
 Briefing Room 

APPLICATION SETTINGS 



TEAM STUDIO 55” Surface Hub 

The Team Studio seats 8-12 people and is designed for generative collaboration – ideally used when teams are 
working together for extended periods of time, not only for reviewing and sharing content, but for brainstorming 
and generating ideas.  

The wall mounted 55” Surface Hub’s video conferencing capabilities makes connecting with remote employees 
effortless, reducing travel time and promoting a quicker decision making process. 

Surface Hub 55” wall mounted 

 The split table in the team studio is designed to allow people to easily move 
throughout  the space. 



SMALL MEETING ROOM 55” Surface Hub 

The small meeting room seats 6-8 and is intended for more formal presentations. Laptops can share content to 
the 55” Surface Hub wirelessly on the fly. Surface Hub’s side-mounted cameras can easily capture the entire 
room and additionally, eye-level onboard cameras make it easy for all participants (including those who are 
remote) to make eye contact.  

Surface Hub 55” wall mounted 

The Microsoft Surface Hub is installed with ample access for all participants to walk up and interact    
with the device. 



MEDIA SUITE 84” Surface Hub 

Supporting 12+ people, this media suite provides a casual space for an immersive digital experience. Today’s 
teams need technology driven spaces that allow them to toggle seamlessly between multiple sources. Whether 
alternating between a website, a cloud based presentation or local document, Surface Hub provides a dynamic 
platform with the ability to annotate right over the source – even while video conferencing. 

This space has a casual  and comfortable f eel, with a lounge  bench and high top 
tables and stools. The different postures allow people to change positions keeping 
the energy level high. Designed to be a flexible environment, the media space can 
support more formal presentations and meetings or can be a place for teams to 
gather and brainstorm.  

Surface Hub 84” wall mounted 



BRIEFING ROOM 84” Surface Hub 

The briefing room, which seats 25 to 30, is the modern boardroom. The 84” Microsoft Surface Hub mounted 
on the wall is the focal point of interactive presentations and discussions. A presenter can seamlessly present 
content, annotate at the display, stream internet content and invite remote participation using integrated Skype 
for Business videoconferencing.  

Surface Hub 84” wall mounted 

The lounge seating along the left side of the room provides overflow for larger 
meetings and places for support staff to observe.   



ALLENTOWN, PA  
Headquarters, Experience Center  
1902 Vultee St.
Allentown, PA 18103
800-747-0459

Vistacom partners with corporate, healthcare and educational organizations   
to create innovative environments that inspire people to excel wherever and 
however they work. Through the integration of furniture, architectural systems     
and audio visual technology, we create holistic spaces that address today’s 
key workplace issues while flexibly accommodating for the future. 

ABOUT VISTACOM 

Want to learn more and see a live 
DEMO of the Surface Hub?  

We’d love to share this technology 
with you. For more information: 

STEVE SEDOR
VISTACOM 
Sales Manager 
484-661-5716
ssedor@vistacominc.com

www.vistacominc.com 




